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0.9in.SUCH WICKED FRIENDSis the third novel in this popular women sleuths mystery romance
series. Sometimes friends are deadlier than enemies. Sandy Reid runs into a problem of the dead
kind and soon the police want her to butt out, the State Attorney wants her disbarred, and the killer
wants her dead. Not the best situation for a brand new lawyer whos trying to live down a reputation
for being sassy and reckless. Fresh from passing the Florida bar exam she stumbles over a potential
client--shot between the eyes. She believes the murdered woman is begging her to find the killer.
How else to explain the mysterious spot of blood Sandy later discovers on her own hand She begins
a personal vendetta to find the killer. Her new law partner, Martin, joins in to help and although he
has a more intimate partnership in mind, hes not the one she becomes interested in. In any case, she
doesnt intend to stray from her hunky detective lover--or does she Martin finds himself squeezed
between two steamy seducers after a friend kills himself--or was it a second murder cleverly
disguised...
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Reviews
Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You will not sense monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dor is B eier
An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller
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